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And then our third step is to consider the problem carefully. And if we consider

the problem carefully and we if we consider the problem carefully and are sure

.n--otw that our personal desires are not affecting the decision in most cases it

is very easy to make a decision. There are some cases where it is very difficult.

Other places where it is very easy. But I think when we reach that point and when

we are sure we have reached that point , I think that then we can say that the

Lord has- wants us to make the best decision vi-t- that we can and step forward.

The EtW- fourth step of guidance is to make a es decision and step forward

and stand by it. And don't h4ig- think that every week or every month that we

want to reconsider. Ths-- If there is much evidence it may be very easy to know

just the direction that God wants you to go. If you have little evidence it may be

-t.difficult to know, but when you have m- made the decision, if you have

makde it carefully and desires have not been a vital factor in the decision, then

you can say that God will ev overrule if you have made a n&tae- mistake. And

Romans 8:28 says God makes all things work together for good to thcE e that g love

the Lord. Now who are the ones that love the Lord. Not the t one k who is looking

for his own fame and-getig- getting the thing tF t will get praise for him. Not

the one who is looking for the bigger salary. Not the one who is doing this sort

of thing because he feels like it, but the one 'hox has learned to eei'o- concentrate

--to put G od first and to really seek God's glory in x what he does. He is the one
e'4e'.'Th ced

th&a-- that loves the k Lord and if circumstances are so a-aail.j . . Ahat it isvery hard

to decide what is right, theft make your decision and step forward and God will work

e- things in accordance with His we- will, and if that is not the direction that He wants

you to go k He will be put a-see- stone wall in front e- of you and ±De He will twist
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